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H1: Block Light From Your Home In Style With Blackout Shades 
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H2: When You Need A Dark Room, Hunter Douglas Has The Shades For You 

Whether you are looking to block out the light in your bedroom for sounder sleep, or you're just 
trying to get rid of glare in a home theater, Janovic offers premium Hunter Douglas Blackout 
Shades to meet your needs. Finding what you need is a sure thing with several different options 
and styles — but choosing can sometimes get confusing. Whether you need blackout blinds for 
your windows or blackout blinds for your bedroom, we're here to break down our offerings and 
give you the information you need to make the perfect purchase for your home!  

 

H2: Different Styles and Designs 
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H2: DUETTE® Honeycomb Shades 

With many styles and designs, Duette Honeycomb Shades offer rich textures and a variety of 
colors to match any home decor. These blinds are the perfect pick for windows that are oddly 
shaped or placed in inconvenient locations thanks to an array of shapes and sizes on offer.  

Duette Honeycomb Shades are energy efficient, locking in the heat during the winter and the 
cold during the summer. Equipped with LightLock Technology, the first of its kind to offer 
unparalleled darkness, these shades reflect or absorb light as needed to prevent it from entering 
your home. They also absorb up to 70% of sound energy, enabling you to keep your space 
quiet and peaceful despite outside noise.  

With a wide variety of shapes, styles, and fabrics, you can find the perfect blinds for your home. 
These light-blocking shades are not only stylish, versatile, and beautiful, but they are durable 
and fade-resistant as well.  
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H2: PARKLAND® Wood Blinds 

Parkland Wood Blinds offer a classic look with contemporary benefits. These Hunter Douglas 
blinds provide natural beauty to your home and come in various stains, colors, and hardwood 
slat sizes. The adjustable slats give you the ability to adjust the amount of lighting and privacy 
you prefer, all without raising the blinds.  

Parkland Wood Blinds are a great addition to any room where you would like efficient light 
control but want the versatility of a view-through option too. The DeLight feature eliminates cord 
holes and reduces light leaks, blocking up to 50% more light than traditional wood blinds while 
giving you the ability to enjoy the view with ease. 

These wood blinds are environmentally friendly as well. The basswood used by Hunter Douglas 
is sustainably harvested in a responsibly managed forest. For every Parkland Wood Blinds 
purchase, Hunter Douglas makes a donation to the Arbor Day Foundation to support their 
efforts to preserve trees and the rainforest. 
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H2: MODERN PRECIOUS METALS® Aluminum Blinds 

Modern Precious Metals Aluminum Blinds by Hunter Douglas are the perfect pick for high traffic 
areas. Easy to clean and coming in a range of colors and styles, these aluminum light-blocking 
blinds are both sleek and convenient.  

The aluminum slats withstand heavy usage better than most blinds on the market today, while 
still maintaining easy operation and lighting adjustment. They come in an array of colors and 
finish options ranging from matte to pearlized to everything in between. They also come in a 
range of slat sizes to ensure these blinds will be a perfect fit for any window in your home.  

Modern Precious Metals Aluminum Blinds feature DeLight technology, which removes cord 
holes to help minimize light seepage. They also feature MagnaView technology, which offers 
twice the view-through of traditional aluminum blinds. 

 

H2: Choosing The Best Option 

No one knows your home better than you do, which is why we have laid out the options and 
information you need to make the best choice possible. Hunter Douglas blinds are versatile, 
colorful, and come in a range of options that can meet your needs when it comes to decorating 
your personal space.  

With so many options to choose from, you can't go wrong with Hunter Douglas blackout blinds 
and shades. Janovic also offers a wide variety of sheers, side panels, and draperies by Design 
Studio that perfectly compliment Hunter Douglas shades. These accessories can not only 
complete your home's look but can also help to block or dim any light that tries to get through.  

Visit us at https://janovic.com/shades-blinds-drapes/hunter-douglas/ for our full offering of 
Hunter Douglas blackout blinds and shades. At Janovic, we proudly offer everything you need to 
make your house feel like a home. 
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Are you ready to hibernate for the winter? Hunter-Douglas blackout blinds and shades from 
Janovic will not only keep the light out, but can help to keep the warmth in! With a wide variety 
of colors and styles, you're sure to find the perfect blinds or shades for your home. Read more 
on our blog! Link in bio. 

 #bedroomblinds #blockoutblinds #hunterdouglasshades #windowshades # blackoutbedroom 
#janovic #janovicwindowshades #thecolorauthority #blackoutshadesbedroom 
#blackoutshadeswindows 
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Tired of glare on your TV or the sun shining in your face when you're just trying to relax? You 
don't have to give up a great view to get some shade. Check out our full offering of Hunter 
Douglas blackout shades and blinds from Janovic. Our wide variety of options can take away 
the glare, without taking away the view. 

Read more about choosing the right blackout blinds and shades on our blog: Link in bio.  

 #bedroomblinds #blockoutblinds #hunterdouglasshades #windowshades # blackoutbedroom 
#janovic #janovicwindowshades #thecolorauthority #blackoutshadesbedroom 
#blackoutshadeswindows 
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